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Excerpt from the Foreword
…I would like to sketch at least the broad outlines of the
methodology, drawn from these documents,1 that has
guided me in writing this book. The first point is that the
historical-critical method—specifically because of the
intrinsic nature of theology and faith—is and remains an
indispensable dimension of exegetical work. For it is of
the very essence of biblical faith to be about real
historical events. It does not tell stories symbolizing
suprahistorical truths, but is based on history, history that
took place here on this earth. The factum historicum
(historical fact) is not an interchangeable symbolic cipher
for biblical faith, but the foundation on which it stands:
Et incarnatus est—when we say these words, we
acknowledge God’s actual entry into real history.
If we push this history aside, Christian faith as such
disappears and is recast as some other religion. So if
history, if facticity in this sense, is an essential dimension
of Christian faith, then faith must expose itself to the
historical method— indeed, faith itself demands this. I
have already mentioned the conciliar Constitution on
Divine Revelation; it makes the same point quite
explicitly in paragraph 12 and goes on to list some
concrete elements of method that have to be kept in mind
when interpreting Scripture. The Pontifical Biblical
Commission’s document on the interpretation of Holy
Scripture [xvi] develops the same idea much more amply
in the chapter entitled “Methods and Approaches for
Interpretation.”
The historical-critical method—let me repeat—is an
indispensable tool, given the structure of Christian faith.
But we need to add two points. This method is a
fundamental dimension of exegesis, but it does not
exhaust the interpretive task for someone who sees the
biblical writings as a single corpus of Holy Scripture
inspired by God. We will have to return to this point at
greater length in a moment.
For the time being, it is important—and this is a second
point—to recognize the limits of the historical-critical
method itself. For someone who considers himself
directly addressed by the Bible today, the method's first
limit is that by its very nature it has to leave the biblical
word in the past. It is a historical method, and that means
that it investigates the then-current context of events in
which the texts originated. It attempts to identify and to
understand the past—as it was in itself—with the
greatest possible precision, in order then to find out what
the author could have said and intended to say in the
context of the mentality and events of the time. To the
extent that it remains true to itself, the historical method
not only has to investigate the biblical word as a thing of
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the past, but also has to let it remain in the past. It can
glimpse points of contact with the present and it can try
to apply the biblical word to the present; the one thing it
cannot do is make it into something present today—that
would be overstepping its bounds. Its very precision in
interpreting the reality of the past is both its strength and
its limit.
This is connected with a further point. Because it is a
historical method, it presupposes the uniformity of the
con- [xvii] text within which the events of history unfold.
It must therefore treat the biblical words it investigates as
human words. On painstaking reflection, it can intuit
something of the “deeper value” the word contains. It
can in some sense catch the sounds of a higher
dimension through the human word. and so open up the
method to self-transcendence. But its specific object is
the human word as human.
Ultimately, it considers the individual books of Scripture
in the context of their historical period, and then analyzes
them further according to their sources. The unity of all
of these writings as one “Bible,” however, is not
something it can recognize as an immediate historical
datum. Of course it can examine the lines of
development, the growth of traditions, and in that sense
can look beyond the individual books to see how they
come together to form the one “Scripture.” Nevertheless,
it always has to begin by going back to the origin of the
individual texts, which means placing them in their past
context, even if it goes on to complement this move back
in time by following up the process through which the
texts were later brought together.
We have to keep in mind the limit of all efforts to know
the past: We can never go beyond the domain of
hypothesis because we simply cannot bring the past into
the present. To be sure, some hypotheses enjoy a high
degree of certainty, but overall we need to remain
conscious of the limit of our certainties—indeed, the
history of modern exegesis makes this limit perfectly
evident.
So far, then, we have said something about the
importance of the historical-critical method, on one hand,
and we have described its limit, on the other. Something
more than [xviii] just the limit has come into view,
though, I hope: the fact that the inner nature of the
method points beyond itself and contains within itself an
openness to complementary methods. In these words
from the past, we can discern the question concerning
their meaning for today; a voice greater than man’s
echoes in Scripture’s human words; the individual
writings [Schrifte] of the Bible point somehow to the
living process that shapes the one Scripture [Schrift].
Indeed, the realization of this last point some thirty years
ago led American scholars to develop the project of
“canonical exegesis.” The aim of this exegesis is to read
individual texts within the totality of the one Scripture,
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which then sheds new light on all the individual texts.
Paragraph 12 of the Second Vatican Council’s
Constitution on Divine Revelation had already clearly
underscored this as a fundamental principle of
theological exegesis: If you want to understand the
Scripture in the spirit in which it is written, you have to
attend to the content and to the unity of Scripture as a
whole. The Council goes on to stress the need for taking
account of the living tradition of the whole Church and
of the analogy of faith (the intrinsic correspondences
within the faith).
Let us dwell for the time being on the unity of Scripture.
It is a theological datum. But it is not simply imposed
from the outside on what is in itself a heterogeneous
ensemble of writings. Modern exegesis has brought to
light the process of constant rereading that forged the
words transmitted in the Bible into Scripture: Older texts
are reappropriated, reinterpreted, and read with new eyes
in new contexts. They become Scripture by being read
anew, evolving in continuity with their original sense,
tacitly corrected and given added [xix] depth and breadth
of meaning. This is a process in which the word
gradually unfolds its inner potentialities, already
somehow present like seeds, but needing the challenge of
new situations, new experiences and new sufferings, in
order to open up.
This process is certainly not linear, and it is often
dramatic, but when you watch it unfold in light of Jesus
Christ, you can see it moving in a single overall
direction; you can see that the Old and New Testaments
belong together. This Christological hermeneutic, which
sees Jesus Christ as the key to the whole and learns from
him how to understand the Bible as a unity, presupposes
a prior act of faith. It cannot be the conclusion of a
purely historical method. But this act of faith is based
upon reason—historical reason—and so makes it
possible to see the internal unity of Scripture. By the
same token, it enables us to understand anew the
individual elements that have shaped it, without robbing
them of their historical originality.
“Canonical exegesis”—reading the individual texts of
the Bible in the context of the whole—is an essential
dimension of exegesis. It does not contradict historicalcritical interpretation, but carries it forward in an organic
way toward becoming theology in the proper sense.
There are two further aspects of theological exegesis that
I would like to underscore. Historical-critical
interpretation of a text seeks to discover the precise sense
the words were intended to convey at their time and
place of origin. That is good and important. But—aside
from the fact that such reconstructions can claim only a
relative certainty—it is necessary to keep in mind that
any human utterance of a certain weight contains more
than the author may have been immediately aware of at
the time. When a word transcends the moment in which
it is spoken, [xx] it carries within itself a “deeper value.”
This “deeper value” pertains most of all to words that
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have matured in the course of faith-history. For in this
case the author is not simply speaking for himself on his
own authority. He is speaking from the perspective of a
common history that sustains him and that already
implicitly contains the possibilities of its future, of the
further stages of its journey. The process of continually
rereading and drawing out new meanings from words
would not have been possible unless the words
themselves were already open to it from within.
At this point we get a glimmer, even on the historical
level, of what inspiration means: The author does not
speak as a private, self-contained subject. He speaks in a
living community, that is to say, in a living historical
movement not created by him, nor even by the collective,
but which is led forward by a greater power that is at
work. There are dimensions of the word that the old
doctrine of the fourfold sense of Scripture pinpointed
with remarkable accuracy. The four senses of Scripture
are not individual meanings arrayed side by side, but
dimensions of the one word that reaches beyond the
moment.
This already suggests the second aspect I wanted to
speak about. Neither the individual books of Holy
Scripture nor the Scripture as a whole are simply a piece
of literature. The Scripture emerged from within the
heart of a living subject—the pilgrim People of God—
and lives within this same subject. One could say that the
books of Scripture involve three interacting subjects.
First of all, there is the individual author or group of
authors to whom we owe a particular scriptural text. But
these authors are not autonomous writers [xxi] in the
modern sense; they form part of a collective subject, the
“People of God,” from within whose heart and to whom
they speak. Hence, this subject is actually the deeper
“author” of the Scriptures. And yet likewise, this people
does not exist alone; rather, it knows that it is led, and
spoken to, by God himself, who—through men and their
humanity—is at the deepest level the one speaking.
The connection with the subject we call “People of God”
is vital for Scripture. On one hand, this book—
Scripture—is the measure that comes from God, the
power directing the people. On the other hand, though,
Scripture lives precisely within this people, even as this
people transcends itself in Scripture. Through their selftranscendence (a fruit, at the deepest level, of the
incarnate Word) they become the people of God. The
People of God—the Church—is the living subject of
Scripture; it is in the Church that the words of the Bible
are always in the present. This also means, of course, that
the People has to receive its very self from God,
ultimately from the incarnate Christ; it has to let itself be
ordered, guided, and led by him.…
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